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H E MIGHT not be fast, but he’s
GOOOOOOOOD – that’s what the
lady giant tortoises say about
Diego, the HORNY HERO IN A

HALF-SHELL who spends his days ROOTING
LIKE A BOSS on the isle of Espanola in the
Galápagos Islands.

The bonk-happy reptile may be 100 years
old but he doesn’t need Viagra to help him 
DO THE BUSINESS.

In fact, Diego has almost single-handedly
turned the endangered species, Chelonoidis
hoodensis, into a doing-quite-alright-thank-
you-very-much species by fathering more
than 800 tortoises since he was brought 
to Espanola in the 1960s.

“He’s a very sexually active male
reproducer,” chortled one pervy scientist.
“Diego has contributed enormously to 
repopulating the island.”

The lucky old bugger lives in a breeding
centre where he has a harem of SIX chick
tortoises, who presumably feed him grapes 
when they’re not catering to his every
tortoise-y fantasy.

Seriously, this four-legged fucker is
enjoying a retirement the rest of us can 
only dream about!

NICE & SLOW
Sex-mad
tortoise
saves

species from
extinction!

I’m a turtle
dirty bastard!
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Elsa Jean’s tiny in stature 

but big on talent!
P H O T O S  B Y  H A R D X





S
HE may only be 12 months

into the X-rated business,

but petite Elsa Jean roots like

a seasoned pro! 

Whether it’s locking lips (and limbs) 

with guys or gals, the 160cm-tall 

blonde – who recently celebrated her 

20th birthday – GIVES IT HER ALL. And 

we reckon that might have something 

to do with her PASSION for the job.

“I feel like I’ve ALWAYS wanted to  

do porn,” Elsa revealed. “I started when

I was 18, but it took some time to really

research it before I jumped into the 

industry. And in five years, I hope I’ll 

still be in porn. That’s my goal.”

That’s HEAPS better than our goal 

of giving up durries for two weeks! 

OK…one week. 

Ahem…
Meanwhile, with her girl-next-door 

qualities, it feels like Elsa is leading a

REVOLUTION in the adult film industry,

with a return to more regular-looking

stunnas. Twenty years ago, she may

have been overlooked for film roles

for some silicone-enhanced sweetie

sporting E cups, but not anymore.

The Canton, Ohio native is currently

in huge demand, with randy punters

clamouring to see more of her ace

A-cup assets.

“My small natural boobs have 

helped my career and I’m not 

considering getting my boobs done

right now,” she declared, much to

the relief of her many fans. “Maybe

later in life.”

Much, much later…after she’s

well and truly conquered every corn

of the adult fillum industry and swe

every award out there. 

“I love my job and my life. If I co

do it over, I would do porn again a

again. I’ve gotten to experience S

many things because of it.”

Given what we’ve seen Elsa do

her movies, we think she’s talking

personal AND sexual experience
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FULL FRONTAL The latest in nudity from around the globe!

RIBEIRO WORSHIP
ANOTHER in the long line of long-legged Brazilian 
supermodels, Lais Ribeiro was nice enough to allow 
French mag Lui to take photos while she recently 
frolicked mostly naked on a beach. We’ll happily  
pay to have a truckload of sand dumped in the 
People Towers car park if the 25-year-old ever feels 
like visiting Australia for a similar shoot.

LEGGY SPREAD

YOU’D think with all of her pop star money that Lady Gaga would
be able to afford clothes that fit. Unless… No, surely the 30-year-old
Yank warbler wouldn’t get around London (while promoting her
brand-noo Perfect Illusion single) in skimpy shorts and a cut-off top
just to catch our attention with strategic flashes of butt cheek 
and underboob. OR WOULD SHE?

GOING GAGA

PERFECT COMBO
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LILY’S LADY LUMPS
RISING 27-year-old Pom actress Lily James – best known as sweetie Lady Rose in period drama
Downton Abbey (see inset) – has shown her naughtier side in an ad for fashion label Burberry.
That and a generous portion of her suckables. For God’s sake, don’t let the servants see it!

NEW 70s-set telly series Quarry is about
a down-on-his-luck Vietnam War vet who
becomes a hitman for a mysterious boss.
What we’ve seen so far looks amazeballs,

especially this strip by South African thesp
Jodi Balfour from the opening episode.
Body like that could give a bloke a heartie. 
Maybe that’s the idea!

KILLER CURVES

BALFOUR PLAY SHARING
THE LOVE
The freshest flesh on

celebrity social media

ABBEY FAB
English ring girl/glamma Rosie Roff made us feel
like a waiter who’d just wheeled a room-service
trolley into her luxury suite...and wished he had  
a receipt for her to sign.

From left, Nina Dobrev (The Vampire Diaries),
Julianne Hough (Dancing With The Stars) and
Milissa Sears (The Mentalist) gave us three 
half-moons to go with the setting sun.
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FULL FRONTAL

SLIP, SLOP, FAP!
SEPPO pin-up Rachel Mortenson poses poolside for snapper 
Justin Macala for an exclusive pictorial on the Treats! website. 
You’ll note that Rach, 32, practises good sun safety while in 
South Beach, Miami by slipping into flimsy clothing, slopping 
plenty of sunscreen on her skin and…leaving the rest to us.

WET

SCREAM
HORROR fillum Lake Eerie 
(2016) sounds pretty typical 
– young widow, old home, 
creepy happenings – but it has 
a couple of things going for it. 
Firstly, a cast that includes cult 
actor Lance Henriksen and TNA 
pro wrestler Al Snow. Secondly, 
the nekkid bod of newcomer 
Victoria Johnstone. Dripping 
with potential, ain’t she?

ANNUAL arty-farty Venice Film Festival? Couldn’t care less.
Premiere of the TV show The Young Pope, about a fictional
first American pontiff? Boring! Persian-Italian model Giulia
Salemi wearing an UNpossible dress that barely covered her 
Persian-Italian pussy? Now you’re talking! In the absence 
of Margaret and David, we’ll give it five stars.

HOT SALEMI

BEST IN FEST
SLICK VIC

POOL CHEST
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REMEMBER 2010 comedy Easy A starring Emma Stone? It was
a decent flick, but not a patch on 2016 porno Easiest A starring
even sassier redhead Lauren Phillips, 28. While Emma’s character
pretended to screw around with classmates to give her an edgier
reputation (and score gifts), Lauren persuades a teacher to raise 
her grade from an “F” to an “A” by letting him F her in the A!

LAUREN PHILLIPS

THERE’LL be no – cliché warning! – “flying
under the radar” for Jessica Paszka, a
housemate in the current German edition
of Celebrity Big Brother. Not if she continues
taking such BEWITCHING BUBBLE BATHS.
Jess found stardom as a contestant on
The Bachelor before embarking on a pop
career. Wouldn’t be surprised if she does
a weekday drama next – she’s clearly a  
whiz with a bit of SOAP.

BUBBLE RAPT

JESS, MAM



DYKE CRIKEY!

wrong with that…

Not t

w

W E’RE hyoooooooge
fans of LESBIANS
– whether they’re
the lipstick kind who

soap each other’s boobies in the
prison showers in TV’s Orange Is
The New Black, or the type who
play women’s rugby league each
weekend and look great in boiler

suits. Champions t them.
Anyway, we’ve recen y noticed
something rather interesting and
that’s the number of CELEBRITY
BLOKES who could easily pass
as a lesbo lady.

Pop a kd lang album in the CD
player, peruse this article and see
if you agree with us.

Richie Sambora

Kevin Bacon



I’m so hot
I drive other

lesbians
car-azy

James Spader

Sean Lennon

Richard Hammond

Paul McCartney

Rod Stewart

Justin Bieber

Steve Tyler

Ricky Gervais

Michael Moore



DMV complaint: VAGINA LOVER. Customer’s excuse:
My favourite drink is Bowman’s Virginia Gin.

DMV: A HOE FOR ME. Customer: I have a 2002 Chevy
Tahoe and my maiden name initials are M.E.

DMV complaint: FUCK! OH MY GOD!
Customer’s excuse: Daughter’s initials.

DMV: COCK TOO BIG. Customer: My grandfather
invented the 2002 bottle specifically for Coca-Cola.

DMV complaint: THAT ASS. Customer’s excuse:
Pointing out how good the rear end of my car looks.

DMV: BUTTSEX. Customer: Eight utterly terrible
teams with 5 exes. [Editor’s note: WTF?!]

DMV complaint: ASS MANS. Customer’s excuse: 
I am a proctologist.

DMV complaint: FUCK YOU. Customer’s excuse: 
We love the fog in San Francisco.

DMV complaint: THE FUCK?!
Customer’s excuse: My son’s name.

SIGN
LANGUAGE

YOU can’t put one past  
the upright folks at the 
California Department of 
Motor Vehicles, especially 

if you try to register an offensive 
VANITY NUMBER PLATE.

They won’t approve any request 
that includes sexual terms, “vulgar 
language”, swearwords (English  
or otherwise), violent references, 
Nazi/gang slang or police lingo.

If they see these no-no words, 
they’ll reject your proposed plate 
quicker than we got booted out  
of that strip club the other night. 
(Hey! Who knew strippers hate 
being tipped with coins?)

All of this doesn’t stop people 
trying to slip saucy combinations  
of letters and numbers through, 
though, and their excuses are 
often P15FUNY.

DMV: LOVE YOUR ANUS. Customer: Our daughter wants to be an astronomer. 

DMV: SEX WITH NO CONDOM. Customer: The model of my new Jeep.

RUDE RIDES

These filthy vanity plates 

weren’t fooling anyone



They were the forgotten diggers. A generation of young men 
who fought for Australia like their fathers before them. 

But they returned as outcasts, casualties of a war nobody 
understood. Yet time heals the injustices of the past. Now they 
are heroes, as revered as the warriors of Gallipoli, Tobruk, 
Kokoda and Korea. Veterans of South East Asia, your time has 
come. The Bradford Exchange is proud to honour these brave 
diggers with a quality timepiece imbued with the spirit of the 
Anzacs that fl ows in their veins.

A Moving Achievement in 
Craftsmanship and Design

As a bold salute to our heroes, this handsome chronograph 
is hand-crafted from rugged stainless steel and intricately 
engraved with a wealth of icons associated with the war. 
Against the dramatic black face, the famous Iroquois ‘Huey’ 
chopper looms large and proud in a
gleaming silver tone. The side is 
engraved with the words Sacrifi ce •
Mateship • Pride and serve as a 
reminder that the courage of these 
men will always be appreciated. 
The reverse of the case is etched 
with a touching quote recalling the 
mateship and courage which 
defi ned a generation of veterans.

Exceptional Value... Immeasurable Signifi cance. 
Money-back guarantee

The perfect way to show your 
remembrance, or a great gift for the 
veteran in your life, this magnifi cent 
watch can be yours for just $199.95, 
payable in fi ve easy, interest-free 
instalments of $39.99, plus $19.99 
postage and handling, and backed by our 
120-day guarantee. But the edition has 
been strictly limited to just 1,972 issues, 
so you need to act fast. To secure one of 
the low editions numbers valued by 
serious collectors, send no money now.
Just return the coupon or go online today
at www.bradford.com.au/veterans

Reverse

For quickest delivery, order online:
www.bradford.com.au/veterans

Quoting promotion code: 87542
©2016 The Bradford Exchange Ltd.A.B.N. 13 003 159 617 503-FAN05.02

Arrives in a custom-
crafted presentation box

YES! Please reserve the
“Veterans Remembered
Watch” for me as described
in this advertisement.
I understand
I need pay nothing now.

PAY NOTHING NOW

Please allow up to 10 business
days for delivery. All sales subject to
product availability and reservation
acceptance. Credit criteria may
apply. Our privacy policy is available
online at www.bradford.com.au.
You must be over 18 years old to
apply. From time to time, we may
allow carefully screened companies
to contact you. If you would prefer
not to receive offers, please tick
this box. �

THE BRADFORD
EXCHANGE Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms First Name:

Surname:

Address:

Postcode

Phone:

Email:

Please Respond by
24th October 2016

Reserve yours today. 3 easy options:
1. MAIL no stamp required, to:

The Bradford Exchange, Reply Paid 86369
Parramatta NSW 2124

or 2. PHONE: Toll-Free 1300 725 103
8am-5pm E.S.T Mon – Fri

or 3. ONLINE at www.bradford.com.au/veterans 
quoting promotion code: 87542

Signature: __________________________________________________________

A FINE JEWELLERY EXCLUSIVE ONLY
FROM THE BRADFORD EXCHANGE
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FUCK-OFF FACTS
■ Frogs, spiders and 
even BLOOD are just 
some of the unlikely  
things to have fallen 
from the sky throughout 
recorded history. The one 
thing we can assure you 
is that it will never RAIN 
SHARKS…except in the 
Sharknado films.

■ Marijuana gets a lot  
of bad raps, but our 
friends at Lifehack.org 
reckon “green gold”  
can relieve arthritis, 
prevent Alzheimer’s  
and, most importantly, 
make an ORGASM last 
heaps longer. Toke and 
stroke, readers!

NEWS TO US Our fuckwit Bogdan presents another dose of weirdness

MOOVE ALONG
IN BAVARIA, Oktoberfest means shitloads of beer, 
German girls in sexy dirndl dresses…and the odd 
STUBBORN COW. The 2016 Muensing Oxen Race  
(or Muensinger Ochsenrennen as they call it) was 
held recently and looked like a real pushover.

A WOMAN in Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania had her 
daily run interrupted 
when a CATFISH fell from 
the sky and clobbered her 
in the face. The fish was 
pretty stinky, too, forcing 
her to cut the run short 
and have a shower. 

FLYING FISH



SCOOBY 
SNACKS
A REDDIT user recently 
revealed his chihuahua 
Peanut got stoned after 
scoffing the stash of  
an “overnight friend”.  
The pooch bloody loves 
cookies, apparently, but 
wasn’t ready for THIS sort 
of BAKED goods. We hear 
he’s OK now, thankfully.

FLIP HIM
THE BIRD
PILOTS of the Spanish Air Force
aerobatic demo team, Patrulla
Aguila, have been watching
TOO MUCH Top Gun! The skilled-
but-insane flyers pulled off
this move at the AIRPOWER16
show in Zeltweg, Austria.

RB-TEASE
OFFICIALS in Russia planted two topless
babes on the side of the road in an
attempt to make drivers stop speeding.
It worked (surprise, surprise) and now
we’re waiting for Malcolm Turnbull to
bring the beaut campaign Down Under.
It’d help his approval rating!

C’mon, fraulein, 
get your ox  

in gear!

Bloody 
P-platers!

I’d get booked 
for driving  
too SLOW!



DIVE IN

in the

These wet’n’wild stunnas make a big splash!

JESS KINGHAM
THE PAGE 3 poppet 
once claimed her 
big boobs ruined 

her sporting career. 
We assume she 

was talking about 
synchronised 
swimming.
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EIGHTIES rockers Dire Straits
once sang about “twisting by
the pool”, but after we saw
these H2O-saturated hotties

we wanted to go WRISTING by the
pool instead!

Either that or pop on a couple of
floaties and hop in the shallow end
for an up-close-and-personal perv
at these soaking-wet sirens.

Feel free to join us as we doggy
paddle near enough to get the lush
ladies’ attention, then execute
a DEAD MAN’S FLOAT.

With a bit of luck, they will think
we’re really drowning, drag us out of
the pool and give us some MOUTH-
TO-MOUTH RESUSCITATION.



SUMMER BRIELLE
THE X-rated queen 
loves the pool...and 

her fans. But she 
hates trolls: I don’t 
understand them. 
If you don’t have 

anything nice to say, 
keep it to yourself.”



TEAGAN PRESLEY
SHE’s a bit of a 

computer nerd at 
heart, but Teags 

also loves to catch 
some rays outside 

...while playing 
Pokemon Go, 

probably. 

CODY MILO
AFTER doing bombs 
off the diving board 

all day with this 
30yo sex siren, we’d 

love a refreshing 
glass of ice-cold 

Milo. Actually, make 
ours HOT.



ARIA ALEXANDER
WHAT gets the porn
actrine WET? Apart
from water that is?

“A woman with
delicate hands

touching your hair
and massaging

your head.”



BLAIR WILLIAMS
IF IT’S not the pool,
then this XXX starlet
can be found going

for a dip in the
ocean: “Since I live
in San Diego, I go

to the beach pretty 
frequently.”

LACEY DUVALLE
RAPPER Charles
Hamilton once

wrote a song about
Lacey. She probably
hums it to herself
whenever she’s

chilling in her pool
in the backyard.



WET ONES

DIP’N’
Perv on film
and teevee’s
10 raunchiest
pool scenes!

JENNIFER WALCOTT
The Pool Boys (2009)
THIS kinda-sorta update of

1983’s Risky Business saw a
pool boy and gardener turn an

empty mansion into A BROTHEL.
Reviews were mixed, but Jen

enjoyed it. As did we.

CAMILLA
LUDDINGTON

Californication (2012)
IN ITS seven seasons, this
TV series about a root-rat

writer played by David
Duchovny offered plenty

of eye candy, NONE BETTER
than this skinny dip by
pom beauty Camilla.

NEVE CAMPBELL &
DENISE RICHARDS

Wild Things (1998)
BUGGERED if we can

remember the plot of this
thriller, but we’ll NEVER forget

Neve and Denise’s steamy
pool pash, arguably the high
point of both their careers.
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LUDIVINE
SAGNIER

Swimming Pool
(2003)

IF YOU haven’t watched
this arty film, do yourself

a DISTURBING-YET-
EROTIC favour! At the
very least you’ll get
to ogle luvverly Ludi.
Charlotte Rampling’s

in it, too – bonus!

EMMY
ROSSUM

Shameless (2011)
THE thing that the

US version of crude
UK sitcom Shameless

did RIGHTEST was
employing Em to

play fuckable Fiona
Gallagher. This aquatic
deliciousness is from
the opening season.

RACHEL WEISZ
Stealing Beauty

(1996)
IN A movie firmly
focused on then-

18-year-old Liv Tyler
(she’s the only person
on the poster), Rach
stole the show with

her PUPS’N’PUBES-out
sunbake on the edge

of a pool.

KACEY
BARNFIELD
Blood Orange

(2016)
WHEN you’re the

pampered young missus
of old rocker Iggy Pop,

it’s inevitable you’ll
spend hours just
splashing about.

Fortunately, Kacey’s
character does so

IN THE NICK.

CHARLIZE THERON
Reindeer Games (2000)

SHE’S been covered up so much recently,
you’d be forgiven for thinking Charlize was

a NUDITY DODGER. No way! Her damp strip
in this flick will still give any playa the horn.

IRINA
VORONINA
Piranha 3DD

(2012)
THE tagline for this

horror sequel boasts,
“Double the action,
double the terror,
double the Ds!”

Here’s proof of the
THIRD POINT as Irina
steps into a pool…

and our hearts.

SWIMMING POOLS
– they’re not just
for COMEDY BELLY
FLOPS and standing

in while sinking tinnies in
summer (beware the warm
patch). These backyard
wonders have also been
used very effectively by
a number of fillums and
telly programs to separate
actresses FROM THEIR
CLOTHING. ’Cos assuming
there’s a fence blocking
the next-door neighbours’
view, it’s a believable
scenario that a purdy lady
might prefer to swim minus
her cossie. And an UTTERLY
COMPELLING one. Here are 
our 10 fave examples.

MADALINA
DIANA GHENEA

Youth (2015)
NETIZENS went nuts
for Ms Ghenea’s strut

to the pool in this quirky
Italian flick – and who

could blame ’em?
Her character was

called MISS UNIVERSE
for a reason!



ANIMAL HOUSE

Send your letters and pics to: The
Keeper, c/- Animal House, People
magazine, GPO Box 2860, Sydney,
NSW 2001. Or email us at people@
bauer-media.com.au (with Animal
House in the subject line).

“I WAS about to take my first
bite of this pork dumpling,” says
Shay of NSW, “when I realised
the outside looked like something
else that’s delicious.” You horny,
hungry bugger, Shay!

WIN!
$20 LETTERS

THINGS THAT LOOK LIKE

GENITALS

$50 PICTURES

I LOVED your “Ultimate Guide
To Boobs” in the Sept 12 ish.
My personal faves are the B cups 
that jiggle just a little bit when  
the girl’s riding on top. It’s such  
a bloody turn-on! That said, I’m 
happy with seeing any breasts.

Harry, Qld
Same here, Harry, which is why we 
wear sunnies EVERYWHERE, then 
you never get caught perving on ’em!

IT MADE me so happy
when Model Citizen Tiffany
(in your Sept. 12 issue)
said she takes pride in her
blowjob abilities. Some gals
don’t like giving head and
that’s fine, but those who
do are the chicks for me!

Leon, NSW
A mate of ours had a
girlfriend who, while he
was sitting on the lounge
watching footy, could make
a headjob last the ENTIRE
game, finishing on the final
whistle. We bet he wishes
he’d kept her number…

LIP
ORAL FAN

SERVICE

AFTER meeting some hot Brazilian 
babes and hearing them chatting 
away in their sexy accent, I started 
learning Brazilian Portuguese at a 
language school in the city. But four 
weeks in, I’ve realised that when  
I speak it, my voice is IRRITATING. 
Reckon I can get a partial refund?

Darren, Vic
We hear ya, Daz. The reality is women 
are sexy in ANY LANGUAGE – and 
doubly so when it feels “exotic” to the 
listener. Stick with the lessons and 
you’ll be rewarded when you can chat 
to a Brazilian babe in her own lingo.

BREAST EFFORT

TIT MAN

UNSEXY TALK
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EVERY summer, I think about becoming
one of those volunteer lifeguards who
patrol the beaches and impresses all
the ladies...then I remember I’m a
shithouse swimmer. Is it too late to
bring my skills up to speed?

Han, Qld
Han, as long as you’re reasonably fit,
it’s not too late to start some basic
swimming training. Or you could do what
we did, which was to study the Baywatch
DVD box set. On second thought, given our
subsequent near-drowning experience,  
go with the first option.

BABEWATCH

I SPOTTED this Ford XR6
engine in a Holden VL Berlina
and thought of Nik in your
Aug. 29 issue of Animal House,
who asked if anyone had seen 

a switcharoo, so to speak. Saw
this in a performance shop.

George, NSW
That’s bloody amazing, mate!
Brand rivalry aside, old VLs will 

forever remind us of our early
years on the road, offering lifts
to pretty neighbourhood chicks,
then asking them for five bucks 
petrol money. Good times!
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THE

Taylor’s award-worthy bod
P H O T O S  B Y  I C A N D Y  P R O D U C T I O N S

TAYLOR JAYNE | 31 | PERTH, WA

PACKAGE



W HILE we were writing this, 
Perth babe Taylor Jayne 
was battling it out at the 
Fourth Annual Cream Of 

The Crop Skimpy Awards in not one but 
SIX categories! Other than that, the 
brunette beauty is sorting out her bikini 
line for the hot weather ahead.

WHAT do you look forward to most 
about summer, Taylor?
“Lazy days in tiny bikinis with cocktails  
in tow. And Black Diamond Lake in Collie, 
an old open-cut coal mine now used as  
a crystal-clear swimming hole.”



‘I’VE NOTICED A LOT
OF GIRLS SWING 

BOTH WAYS’



That sounds all right!
“There’s no better spot for lounging on 
blow-up mattresses or rings in the water 
and having a few cold ones.”
Let’s talk meat. Are you a BBQ fan?
“I’m all about the sausage – you’ve 
GOTTA chuck some primo Aussie snags 
on the BBQ!”
Reckon you can fit a few inches  
of sausage down your throat?
“It depends on the butcher…and the 
taste of said sausage.”
Ahem…moving on to your LOOKS, 
you’re a good sort!
“Having grown up on a farm I’d say my 
look is a bit girl-next-door, but I LOVE 
dressing up and being glamorous, too. 
A lot of the men I seem to attract  
are the tradie types – a bit rough 
around the edges, but with swagger  
in their stride.”
Tradies LOVE a skimpy! Tell us 
more about your work.
“I’ve been skimpying for four years. 
When I started, I was a girl in need  
of a change and it seemed like a fun 
job that you could hardly call work – 
which is true! The people you meet 
are always so genuine, and I LOVE  
the freedom and lifestyle that comes 
with it. I travel around, pouring beer 
and teasing men with my assets.”
Now THAT’S living! What sorta 
gongs are you up for at the Cream 
Of The Crop Skimpy Awards?
“Most Glorious Gluteus and Nicest 
Natural Knockers, to name just two.”
Would we be more likely to catch 
you watching Netflix or PornTube 
on your laptop, Taylor?
“I’ve always been well looked after,  
so I’ve never needed to resort to 
PornTube...though, suddenly, lesbian 
porn DOES come to mind. In my line of 
work, I’ve noticed A LOT of girls swing 
both ways – and I can hardly blame 
them. Women have beautiful bodies 
and I’m always checking them out.”
We should make a date to check 
them out TOGETHER!
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See pg63 for details
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ENTER TO WIN!
Fill in your name and address together with
a completed and correct Beast crossword

grid and post to: The Beast No. 21,
c/ – People magazine, GPO Box 5507,

Sydney, NSW 2001. Entries close on 
Friday, October 28 at 5pm.
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The July 18 winner is
M. Williamson of Albury, NSW.

August 1 Beast
solution page 38

See page 40 for terms and conditions and the privacy notice. Send the completed Beast to us
by the closing date. All correct entries will go into a draw and the first drawn will win $250. 

Solve the clues of this crossword and release our beauty
from the clutches of The Beast. The clues set in a

different typeface are all related to the enslaved star
pictured in the centre of the puzzle.

ACROSS
1. Bought more shares
5. 2015 crime comedy

about a seasoned
con man who
teaches our beauty
the art of deception
and consequently
falls in love with her

9. Our beauty (6,6)
13. Golf club
14. Slander
15. See 71 down
16. Beverly Hills

shopping street,
– Drive

18. Droops
21. Mongrel
22. & 24 across.

Concussion actor
(Pic A) who stars
alongside our beauty
in the films at 5 &
106 across (4,5)

24. See 22 across
25. Uncertainties
26. Completed
28. Two under par
29. Typeface
30. It is (poetic) (’3)
31. Lather
33. High card
34. Ash’s first Pokémon
37. Arm support
39. American Sniper

and Sully director,
– Eastwood

40. Circular spangles
42. Irish group (1,1,1)
43. TV promotions
44. Vending machine
47. Pic B actor who

plays our beauty’s
lover, The Joker,
in the film at
106 across (5,4)

50. Picked up
52. Colour of our

beauty’s eyes
53. Wharf
54. Ball
56. China is there
58. Law enforcement

officers
60. Pool of money
61. Key maker

  62. Come before

63. Evaluation
64. Heel and –
65. Contented sigh
67. True Blood actor

(Pic C) who plays our
beauty’s husband in
the film at 71 down,
– Skarsgård

69. Rachel Griffiths
musical comedy,
Very – (5,4)

71. Make lace
72. Rowing implement
73. Traditional wisdom
75. Seekers hit, – Our

Own (1,5,2)
78. Major Payne and

My Wife And Kids
actor (5,6)

80. Service charge
81. Congratulatory cry
82. Multiple-birth babies
83. Sigourney Weaver

sci-fi classic
84. Leg/foot joint
85. Computer key
87. Animated sitcom

about CIA agent
Stan Smith and
his family (8,3!)

88. Attractive (man)
91. Positive votes
93. Genetic code

carrier (1,1,1)
96. Sons Of Anarchy

actor who plays Clay
Morrow, – Perlman

97. Jam sponge (5,4)
99. Bowel

101. Rebel Wilson’s
character in Pitch
Perfect, – Amy

102. Rested on seat
104. Worn out
106. & 79 down. Our

beauty joins a team
of supervillains used
by the government
for high-risk missions
in this 2016 action
adventure (7,5)

110. Roll of tobacco
113. Garbage tin
114. Ancient Roman attire
115. Unchanged (2,2)
116. Treat (cowhide)
117. Be listless

118. Trawling equipment
119. Military operations
121. Sci-fi drama starring

Chiwetel Ejiofor,
Chris Pine and our
beauty, Z For –

124. Picky
127. See next page (1,1,1)
128. Scrape (out a living)
129. Wooded areas
130. Puffs
132. More cunning
134. Promotional

catchphrases
136. Snow runner
137. Elizabeth Taylor

drama, Cat On
A Hot Tin –

140. Aerosmith hit,
– The Rich

141. See 43 down
143. Savage
144. Influential Guy

Ritchie crime caper,
Lock, Stock And
– Smoking Barrels

145. Record label (1,1,1)
146. Our beauty met her

boyfriend, director
Tom Ackerley,
on the set of the
romantic war drama
– Française

147. Bobcat
148. Excavated
150. – or daughters
153. Welsh vegetables
156. Indian East Is East

actor (2,4)
157. Inspires with

reverence
158. Dublin’s nation
159. Announcement
160. Squandered
161. Classify

DOWN
1. Furled (6,2)
2. Emilio Estevez film,

– Then, This Is
Now (4,3)

3. Blinded by light
4. Ringing sound
5. Envisaged
6. Or near offer (1,1,1)
7. Guns N’ Roses

album, – Your
Illusion I

8. Sluggish
9. Robin Williams

comedy, – Doubtfire
10. Cloth scrap
11. Shunning in protest
12. Cakes (with mud)
17. Speaker’s platform
19. Stirred
20. Hitchcock’s nail-biting

build-up
23. Movie collie dog
27. Dutch sea walls
32. Tea-serving

containers
35. Regularly recurrent
36. Submarine

  38. Foundation garment

39. Flatter
40. Industrial action
41. Australian state in

which our beauty
was born

43. & 141 across.
Our beauty plays
Charlotte in this Brit
romcom about a man
with the ability to
go back to the past
in order to change
his future (5,4)

45. Boggy turf
46. Paul Newman hockey

comedy from 1977,
– Shot

48. Globe-trotting
reality game show,
The Amazing –

49. Diction flaw
51. Tiny songbird
55. Baa
57. Our beauty makes

a cameo appearance
in this biographical
comedy drama
starring Christian
Bale, Steve Carell,
Ryan Gosling and
Brad Pitt, The Big –

59. Period drama series
starring our beauty
as a stewardess
newly out of training
who gains minor
celebrity status
after appearing
on the cover of
Life magazine (3,2)

60. Decider (4-3)
66. Our beauty’s

crazy supervillain
character in the film
at 106 across (6,5)

68. Army corporal (1,1,1)
70. Traditional wedding

promise (1,2)
71. & 15 across.

Our beauty plays
Jane in this action
adventure film based
on Edgar Rice
Burroughs’ fictional
character (3,6,2,6)

73. Tripoli natives
74. Down-to-earth

philosophy
76. & 103 & 139 down.

Tina Fey biographical
war flick starring
our beauty as a
BBC correspondent 
(7,5,7)

77. Bacon strips
  78. & 129 down. Our

beauty’s student/
fashion designer
character in the
famous Aussie series
at 89 down (5,8)

79. See 106 across
86. Reprove

  89. Ramsay Street soap
in which our beauty 

starred before her big
break in Hollywood

90. Ryan Phillippe film,
Flags Of – Fathers

92. Ram’s mate
94. Nick Nolte comedy

drama, – Anything
(1’2,2)

95. Monster and Black
Snake Moan actress
(Pic D) who stars
alongside our beauty
in the TV series at
59 down, Christina –

96. Recalibrated
98. Compresses

100. Tenderness
103. See 76 down
105. Inscribe
106. Indian gown
107. Edges (forward)
108. Fleur-de-lis flowers
109. Sitcom starring Jason

Lee as a man who
believes in karma,
My Name Is –

111. Stevie Wonder hit,
– She Lovely (3’1)

112. The cast and crew
of the film at 106
across each acquired
one of these skin
decorations done
by our beauty, but
unfortunately she
botched the first one
with a spelling error

113. Disapproving shout
120. Tactician
122. Huddles closely
123. Personal goal
125. Burt Lancaster

western, Gunfight
At The OK –

126. Inside
127. Woven pigtail
129. See 78 down
131. Struggles
133. Richard Dreyfuss

black comedy, Whose
– Anyway? (4,2,2)

135. Martin – (Pic E)
directed Leonardo
DiCaprio and our
beauty in The Wolf
Of Wall Street

138. Four-yearly event,
– Games

139. See 76 down
142. Ocean’s flow
149. The Killing and

RoboCop actor
(Pic F) who stars
alongside our beauty
as Rick Flag, leader
of the supervillain
task force, in the
film at 106 across,  
– Kinnaman

151. Yes in French
152. California’s –

Andreas Fault
154. Sixth sense (1,1,1)
155. Barbie doll’s
         boyfriend

WIN $250
FORTNIGHTLY!
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Front
tooth Deranged

Stellar Clump
Terminate

Pine
exudation

Rework Canadian
province Gone by

Trap
Pyromania

Glum

Confident Youths Self-
regard

Early
Peruvian Policemen Goad Marsh

grass Tattle
Snout

Doctrine
Charged
particles

Perfect

Lovelier
Carved
brooch

Pepsi
flavour Quit, ~ out

Ups & ~

Acorn
bearer Hires

Entryway
Enter-
tainer

Skid ExpertBrassiere Look for
Italian

sparkling 
wine

Moves
rapidly

Duelling
swords

Rotated

Proxies ~ Strait Yield
’Tis (2’1)

Car horns
Swarm
Floor
mats

Wading
bird Feverish Steady Colour

Crane

Verve

Show-off ~ out a
living

Wane

Snubbed
New

recruit
Spanish
cheer Bags Scarlet

Snow
monster

Christmas
beverage

Invitee

Setting

Employees

Achieved
Consume

Spoke

Misdeed

Break Judg-
ments Simmer Unintelli-

gibility Examines Interloper
Speak to

Dollars & ~
Dawn
Pantry

containers
Frothed More

senior

Oil cartel

File

Might
Chop Abolition Decorate Enjoys

Grave
marker
Moons

Attentive
(3,4)

Vain
person

Nurse-
maid

Snow-
runners

Lopsided Alcohol Seaweed Biblical
garden

Brown
shade

Nastiest

Put
Manually
crafted

Solo

Cheap
lodgings

Fills
(suitcase)

Globes Lingerie
fabric Defuse Desisted Interval

Leaning
Tower

Of ~

German
river

Cash
points
(1,1,2)

Smack
Necessary

Foxy

Chinese
snack
(6,4)

Impish-
ness

Blueprint Barbie toy Actor,
~ Selleck

Bad Complies
with

Pond
plant

Bus
terminus
Jeered

Core

Combine

Cider fruit Jester Floggings Premon-
ition Talk Blur Gold bar

Roguish You Belliger-
ent Shape Vulgar

Crescent Display
frames Pasture Voice

type Atypical Jockey Wobbliest

Beauty
parlours Merrier Oriental

continent Preach
Vocalise
Castle

prisons
Octopus

liquid
An

individual Go-getter This spot Details,
~ & outs The Press

Religious
statue Persuades Legends Porridge

flake
Razzma-

tazz
Free (of)

As well Dark

Avoid Head
parasite

Length
unit Prompt Riled Pealed Satirical

show
Local

regulation

Ship’s
spine

Dutch
cheese Ape Scolding

Deity Umpire Slump Little Buck’s
mate Frequently Genuine Adversary

Mentors Clasp Matri-
mony Goodbye Article

Poems Needle
aperture Quieten Lummox Moose

Uncle
Sam

(1,1,1)

Flaws Wielded Scarcity Happen
next

Illumi-
nating

gas

Indian
guitar

Remark
Fumigat-

ing
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BIGGEST
X-WORD



Forth-
rightly

Be in
arrears Teats Minor

mistake Can metal Plant,
~ vera

Favourite
retreat Perjurer Glaze

Re-
stocked

Cycled
Bom-

barded

Wonder
Gangway
Establish

(3,2)

Perish

Chilled

Boy

Awards
Concept
Home-
makers

Garlands

Councillors

Land
measure
From Eire

Finest

Inside
Help

(criminal) Aura Failures

Royal dog Sheep Father
Horse-
back
sport

Vote in
Temper

fits
Load

(program)
And

Dig up
Leaf brew

Location
Nieces & ~

Bike
footrest

Should,
~ to Margin Golf

mounds Jot Mature

Surmise
Picked

Function
Offensive Nego-

tiator

Anger Groove Moisten Listening
organ Exchange

Which

Merely

Taught
Glue

Condition
Promos Clear-cut

Shady tree About-
face (1-4)Graded

Peanut
(sauce)

Dare

dweller
Hive-

Sound
booster

Edible
snails

Smooths
Reserve,

set ~

Military
forces Drip

West
African
country

Curative

Brazen
Sterile Bakery

item (7,4) Jumble Pinball
parlour Incident

Glacial
period
(3,3)

Enclosure

Peruse Infected
sores Letter

Magic
words
(3,6)

Bicker Walkways Produc-
tive Pub

Scribbles

Gun
(engine)

Pop star Las ~
I am,
they ~

Victimised

Salute

Resource

Buddhist
goal

Due
arrival
(1,1,1)

Terror Zodiac
sign

Cattle
station Pamphlet

Included Holy
Mother

Yes
Pirate

Com-
pared to

Junk
email

Uninter-
ested Ooze Reckon Midst Partition Armistice Singer,

Cat ~

Large
seabirds Sales

Escort Donkey Aft Tit for ~ Musical
symbol

Is unable
to (3’1)

Et cetera
Raw

mineral
Pancake

Kayak
Overlook

Leather

Drink of
coffee

French
dance

October
stone Until (2,2)

Calf flesh Trouba-
dour

Shabby Outlay

Unfriendly Ocean
predator

Soviet
exile area Hint Precious

rock

Anony-
mous payment

Corrupt Splatter-
ing

Stereo
(2-2)

Used to
be

Egypt’s
capital Conger

Wharf
Red salad
vegetable

Launder
with spirit

(3-5)

Poker
stake

Archives
areas

Beastly
Wall

recesses

Implant Seed
vessel

Pimple
rash Considers Lifetime Adam’s

partner

Consent Regret Sick Possessed Nifty Pungent
bulbs

US
university

Small
island

Catches
breath Disclaim Twitch Ventilate Undecided Tale Topic

Fright-
ened

Mason’s
tools

Thick
string Carnival

Step Hop Staff Whiskey
grain ~ Angeles Trouble Baseball

stick Craving

Bloke Kiln Naval
chief ~ Maria Monas-

tery

Telepathy
(1,1,1) Snakes Some Lethargy Admit,

~ up Crippled

Glossy
silk Chickens Fodder

holders
Add syrup

to

Resistant
Ran (boat)

ashore

Strictest
Roofing
material
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ACROSS
1. Devotee letters, fan –
3. With 43 across,

Lindsay Mills (8,7)
7. Mothers Of Invention

guitarist, Frank –
11. With 27 down, the titular 

character (6,6-6)
12. Diminutive
15. Hard to find
18. Edible shellfish
19. Alleged
20. Carnivorous fish

21. Inuit snow shelter
23. Tug sharply
28. Northernmost ocean
29. See 7 down
30. Birth contractions
31. Pressed (clothes)
32. Rural property
39. American Pie actor, – Biggs

42. Johnny Depp crime drama, 
Public –

43. See 3 across
44. Singalong bar amusement
45. Set-up pass
46. Slow-moving mammal
49. Ben Kingsley biopic about  

a famed Indian leader
50. Mexican dip
51. Sacha Baron Cohen

comedy about an African 
tyrant, The –

52. Rope tangle

DOWN
1. Regally
2. Load (program)
4. Sixpack muscles
5. See 34 down
6. Pecan or cashew
7. With 29 across,

Glenn Greenwald (7,6)
8. Actress, Natalie –
9. Items for discussion

10. Space drama starring
Tom Hanks, – 13

13. Australian soccer star,  
– Kewell

14. Heavy horned animal
16. Tablet computer programs
17. Quick lookover
22. Alfresco
24. Grand Canyon state
25. Neck warmer

26. Octopus relative
27. See 11 across
33. Stimulation
34. With 5 down,

Laura Poitras (7,3)
35. Piano ivories
36. Marsupial, Tasmanian –
37. Western, The Hateful –
38. Inquires
39. Basketball legend,

Michael –
40. This week’s film
41. Uses foul language

 46. Water scooter, jet –

47. Choose
48. Sweltering

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

10

11 12 13 14 15

16 17

18 19

20

21 22 23 24

25 26 27

28 29

30 31

32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

41 42

43 44

45 46 47 48 49

50 51 52

NAME:

ADDRESS:

POSTCODE: PHONE:

Moviecross entries close October 28. Answers to be printed December 19.
Winner to be printed Jan. 2, 2017. See page 40 for T&Cs and the privacy notice.

Solve the Moviecross correctly and you could win $150! Send the completed
crossword to: Moviecross No. 21, c/– People magazine, PO Box 5536,
Sydney, NSW 2001.

The clues in bold relate
to a famous film – the

picture gives you a hint
which one. The first
correct entry drawn

after the closing date 
wins the cash!

WIN $150
FORTNIGHTLY!

MOVIECROSS ENTRY COUPON

MOVIECROSS
#21

OCT. 10
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PUZZLES

PRIVACY NOTICE
This issue of People is published by Bauer Media
Pty Ltd (Bauer). Bauer may use and disclose your
information in accordance with our Privacy Policy,
including to provide you with your requested
products or services and to keep you informed
of other Bauer publications, products, services
and events. Our Privacy Policy is located at www.
bauer-media.com.au/privacy/. It also sets out

how you can access or correct your personal
information and lodge a complaint. Bauer may
disclose your personal information offshore
to its owners, joint venture partners, service
providers and agents located throughout the
world, including in NZ, USA, the Philippines and
the European Union. In addition, this issue may
contain Reader Offers, being offers, competitions
or surveys. Reader Offers may require you to 

provide personal information to enter or to take
part. Personal information collected for Reader
Offers may be disclosed by us to service providers
assisting Bauer in the conduct of the Reader
Offer and to other organisations providing special
prizes or offers that are part of the Reader Offer.
An opt-out choice is provided with a Reader Offer.
Unless you exercise that opt-out choice, personal
information collected for Reader Offers may also

be disclosed by us to other organisations for
use by them to inform you about other products,
services or events or to give to other organisations
that may use this information for this purpose.
If you require further information, please
contact Bauer’s Privacy Officer either by email at
privacyofficer@bauer-media.com.au or mail at
Privacy Officer Bauer Media Pty Ltd, 54-58 Park 
Street, Sydney NSW 2000.

READER SUBMISSIONS
By sending us a photograph or letter, you grant to
us the perpetual, worldwide right to publish and
otherwise use that photograph or letter in all
media and warrant to us that doing so will not
infringe the rights of any person. You agree that
we may edit the photograph or letter in our 
absolute discretion.

FILL the grid so that every column, every row and every 3x3 box 
contains the digits 1 to 9.

SUDOKU
Entry is open to residents of Australia aged 15 years and over. Employees of the Promoter
and their immediate families and agencies associated with this promotion are ineligible
to enter. Entrants under the age of 18 years must have prior parental or legal guardian
consent to enter.
This issue’s Beast/Moviecross/Swirl-A-Sleb promotion opens September 26 and closes
October 28. The draw will take place at Bauer Media, 54 Park St, Sydney, NSW 2000
on November 4 at 11am (AEST/AEDST when applicable).Winners will be notified by
mail using the contact details on their entries and their names will be published in
People magazine on January 2, 2017.
This issue’s Maxi promotion opens Sept. 26 and closes November 25. The draw will take
place at Bauer Media, 54 Park St, Sydney, NSW 2000 on December 9 at 11am (AEST/
AEDST). The winner will be notified by mail using the contact details given in their entry
and their name will be published in People magazine on January 2, 2017.
The judges’ decision is final and binding on all who enter and no correspondence will
be entered into.
Enter by correctly completing the relevant crossword/puzzle during the promotional
period found in the relevant issue of People magazine and sending the completed coupon
to the appropriate address as follows:
Beast: The Beast No. 21, c/- People magazine, PO Box 5507, Sydney, NSW 2001.
Moviecross: Moviecross No. 21, c/- People magazine, PO Box 5536, Sydney, NSW 2001.
Swirl-A-Sleb: Swirl-A-Sleb No. 21, c/- People magazine, PO Box 5536, Sydney, NSW 2001.
Maxi: Maxi – October, c/- People magazine, PO Box 5508, Sydney, NSW 1181.
Please see Bauer Media Privacy notice below. Full terms and conditions can be found
at www.bauer-media.com.au/terms/competition-terms.
The Promoter is Bauer Media Pty Ltd (ABN 18 053 273 546) of 54 Park St, Sydney,
NSW 2000. Phone: (02) 9282 8000.
Authorised under permit number: NSW: LTPM/16/00605.

TERMS & CONDITIONS

Clip out this coupon – OR PHOTOCOPY THIS PAGE – and send to:
Swirl-A-Sleb No. 21, c/– People, PO Box 2860, Sydney, NSW 2001.
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SOMEONE has taken these celebs and messed with their
heads. Can you unswirl their faces and identify them? First

correct entry drawn after the closing date wins $100!

WIN $100
FORTNIGHTLY!

Swirl-A-Sleb entries close October 28. Answers to be printed
December 19. Winner to be printed January 2, 2017. See page 40  

for terms and conditions and the privacy notice.

NAME:

ADDRESS:

POSTCODE: PHONE:

SWIRL-A-SLEB

HINT: British ski-jumper and cult figure. HINT: Plays Joan Millar in TV’s Love Child.

HINT: Top model and Taylor Swift’s bestie. HINT: Canadian Stitches singer-songwriter.
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Southern Cross
PERSONALISED WELCOME SIGN

In a world where traditional values are falling, there is only one symbol
an Aussie family can rely on: The Eureka Flag. If you’re true blue as the 
flag and proud to be born under the stars of the Southern Cross, let
everyone who enters your home know! Our Southern Cross
Personalised Welcome Sign features a boxing roo bursting out of the
flag. Gloved paws at the ready, he’s set to fight for everything you
believe in. Best of all, your family name is custom-printed at the bottom
of the sign!

Peak demand expected. Act now!
A limited number of Southern Cross Personalised Welcome Sign will be
hand-crafted and strong demand is expected. To avoid disappointment,
reserve yours today for 3 instalments of $49.99 or $149.97, plus $19.99
postage and handling. Send no money now. Return the coupon or go
online today at www.bradford.com.au/aussie

Durable, hand-crafted plaque
with a handsome bevelled edge

✸

A one-of-kind way to show 
your family’s love of Australia

N
OT SOLD

IN STORES!S!ES

For Quickest Delivery:
www.bradford.com.au/aussie

Quoting promotion code: 87521
©2016 The Bradford Exchange Ltd. A.B.N. 13 003 159 617 203-DIS02.01P

A Bradford Exchange 
design exclusive that’s 
MADE IN AUSTRALIA

35cm 
Tall!

PERSONALISED

FREE!
WITH YOUR

FAMILY NAME!

THE BRADFORD
EXCHANGE

Please Respond by
10th October 2016

YES! Please reserve
the “Southern Cross
Personalised Welcome
Sign” for me as described in
this advertisement. I understand
I need pay nothing now.

PAY NOTHING NOW

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms ________ First Name: ____________________________________

Surname:___________________________________________________________

Address: ___________________________________________________________

____________________________________________ Postcode: ______________

Phone: ____________________________________________________________

Email: ____________________________________________________________

Reserve yours today. 3 easy options:

1. MAIL  no stamp required, to:

The Bradford Exchange, Reply Paid 86369
Parramatta NSW 2124

or 2. PHONE: Toll-Free 1300 725 103
8am-5pm E.S.T Mon – Fri

or 3. ONLINE at www.bradford.com.au/aussie
quoting promotion code: 87521

✂

Please print name in block letters 
below (maximum of 18 characters): YES, the personalisation information I have provided is correct.

Please allow up to 20 business days for 
delivery. All sales subject to product availability 
and reservation acceptance. Credit criteria 
may apply. Our privacy policy is available 
online at www.bradford.com.au. You must 
be over 18 years old to apply.  Due to the 
personalised nature of this item, we will refund 
the issue price or replace it only if the item 
is faulty. From time to time, we may allow 
carefully screened companies to contact 
you. If you would prefer not to receive offers, 
please tick this box. �

WELCOME TO THE

HOME

Signature: __________________________________________________________

Shown much smaller actual size of approx. 35cm tall x 25cm wide. Recommended for indoor use only. Due to 
the personalised nature of this welcome sign, we refund the issue price only if the sign is faulty.



We’re hooked on this tasty

new fashion trend!

NG

GREAT ANGLE

E

COMBINE one of Oz’s
favourite pastimes
with women’s boobs
and what do you get?

Well, if you’re a genius you
invent FISH BRAS, readers,
and they are taking the
fashion world by storm!

Snooty designers are
probably SPEWING that
they didn’t come up with the
radical idea themselves.

To which we say, suffer in
your $300 jocks, Alex Perry!

Instead, we’ll raise a tinny
to Bluey, Wazza and those
other clever anglers who
handed a freshly-caught
barramundi, ruffie or snapper
to the nearest female
companion – after asking
her to first remove her OVER-
THE-SHOULDER BOULDER-
HOLDER – then snapped away
on their smart phone.

Deadset champions the lot
of them…and very fashion-
forward.

Nice tiddlers
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EXCESS ALL AREAS

in the headlines, and not that
often for his musical skills.

Who would’ve thunk the
choirboy from Tappahannock,
Virginia would turn into such
a bad-arse? Having a daddy
who was a prison warden didn’t
seem to teach him much of
a lesson, it seems.

Having copped five years’
probation and 1400 hours
community service for biffing
Rihanna, he was sensitive on 
the subject when questioned 
about it on Good Morning 
America in 2011, SMASHING 
UP THE DRESSING ROOM and 
storming out onto the streets 

R APPER Chris Brown’s
favourite colour better
be orange, because
the way he rolls, he

seems hell-bent on wearing one
of those PRISON JUMPSUITS.

Whether you put it down to
his enthusiastic consumption
of “sizzurp” – a ghetto cocktail
of cough syrup, soft drink and
candy – or just high spirits, you
have to admit, he’s a handful.

From the time he first got 
properly famous – not, 
unfortunately, for his debut 
album in 2005, but for 
assaulting his then-girlfriend 
Rihanna in 2009 – he’s been 

of New York City, bare-chested
and steamin’ mad.

Ever since he’s been pushing
things – hitting fans, other
rappers, innocent bystanders
…you name it, Brown has
asked to punch on.

Like the time he snatched
a phone out of a fan’s hand
as she tried to take his pic,
telling her, “Bitch, you ain’t going
to put that on no website.”

Or decking two guys who tried 
to sneak into a selfie with him 
and a girl, explaining, “I’m not 
into this gay shit, I’m into 
boxing.” Yep, his relationship 
with the public has been...EDGY. 

That last incident earned
him a court appearance and
a compulsory stay in rehab,
but that didn’t end well either
– he was booted out of the
facility for being TOO VIOLENT.

He chucked bottles across
a crowded nightclub at singer
Drake, punched and threatened
to shoot fellow rapper Frank
Ocean over who “owned”
a prime parking spot outside
a recording studio, and even
copped an assault charge after
a “friendly” scratch basketball
match in Vegas turned nasty
and, yeah, he decked somebody.

A short spell in the big house
means he’s officially barred from
entering the UK and – bad news
for all seven of you Aussie Chris
Brown fans – here as well.

Even a visit to laid-back
Amsterdam this year turned
nasty when he was pulled over
by Dutch cops riding a bike
without rego plates while high
as a kite on weed. He just
copped a fine, and with good
grace, remarking on the local
filth, “They’re nicer than LAPD.”

And he should know – the
fall-out from his armed stand-off 
in August with the Los Angeles
fuzz after a woman rang them
from his house saying he was
HOLDING A GUN TO HER HEAD
is yet to be fully resolved.

Let’s just say he’s a work in
progress.

v

WEED:

COUGH SYRUP:

ANGRY PILLS:

IS
BROWN
GOING
DOWN?

DISGRACE-O-METER

‘HE CHUCKED 
BOTTLES 

ACROSS A 
NIGHTCLUB’

Bad-boy rapper 

sizes up a jail cell
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FUNNY SHIT WIN!
$20 LETTERS $50 PICTURES

Mail callJOKES
Hopping madness
DAD and Dave were watching a TV doco 
about a rabbit plague in Victoria.

The narrator explained that rabbits  
had been introduced to Australia by an 
Englishman. He’d imported 4-5 pairs for  
his favourite sport of shooting.

Looking at all the millions of bunnies 
hopping around, Dave said, “He must have 
been a crook shot.”

KN, Vic

Big supplies
A HURRICANE capsizes a cruise ship in  
the Caribbean and soon afterwards a fella 
washes ashore on a remote island. Outside
of the beautiful scenery, a freshwater pool 
and bananas, there is little else.

After several months have passed,  
a gorgeous woman arrives in a rowboat.

“Wow! I can’t believe I found another 
person!” she exclaims. “Were you on the 
cruise ship, too?”

“Yes, I was,” he answers. “Where did you
get that rowboat?”

“Oh,” she says, “I found it washed up  
on the other side of this island, where I’ve 
been staying. Where’s your shelter?”

“To be honest, I’ve just been sleeping  
on the sand,” he says.

She invites him to her side of the island. 
Once she’s rowed them there, she ties up 
the boat with hand-woven rope. 

“It took forever to find enough strands  
to braid that rope,” she tells him.

The hottie leads him to a cosy bungalow 
painted blue and green: “I scouted for 
felled trees and then stained the salvaged 

wood with these really juicy berries I found
in the jungle.”

Once inside, she excuses herself  
to slip into something comfortable. 
She returns wearing revealing silk 
lingerie, smiling provocatively.

“I found some washed-up 
suitcases from the ship a few 
weeks ago,” she purrs. “And now 
I’ve found you, I finally have a reason
to wear something sexy again.”

The man stares at her ravishing figure,
his eyes bugging out.

“Tell me, haven’t you been lonely? Isn’t
there something you really, really miss?
Something you’ve been longing for?”

“Bloody hell!” exclaims the fella. “You
mean you’ve got Wi-Fi, too?!”

DD, NSW

Bouncing bomb
Q. WHAT do a bungee jump and
a cheap hooker have in common?
A. They’re both fast, exciting
and if the rubber breaks you’re
in serious trouble.

Foggy, WA

Shuttle cock
NASA decided to send a shuttle into space 
carrying two monkeys and a politician.  
After months of training, they put all three 
on board and prepared for launch.

Mission Control announced, “Mission 
Control to Monkey One: do your stuff!”

The first monkey began frantically typing 
and the shuttle took off.

It wasn’t long before Mission Control 
gave another order, “Mission Control to 
Monkey Two: do your stuff!”

The second monkey started typing like 
mad and the shuttle separated from the 
empty fuel tanks.

After another pause, Mission Control 
began a third announcement: “Mission 
Control to Politician One...”

The pollie interrupted, “I know, I know – 
feed the monkeys and don’t touch anything.”

Buzz, WA

THE GAG REEL The best one-liners from professional joker

BEST
JOKE

A MAN was mowing his lawn when he 
heard his blonde neighbour come out  
of her house. She opened her mailbox, 
peered in, then slammed it shut. She 
looked annoyed and went back inside. 
The man thought, “How weird.”

A few minutes passed and the  
blonde came out of her house again, 
checked her mailbox, stamped her foot 
and went back inside. 

Curious, the man stopped mowing, 
snuck over and checked her mailbox  
to see what was up. After noticing 
nothing out of the ordinary, he shrugged 
and returned to his mowing.

But as soon as he saw the blonde 
leave her house once more, he shut off 
the lawnmower and went up to her. 

“What’s wrong?” he asked.
The blonde looked at the man and 

snapped, “I keep hearing this little voice 
in my house that says, ‘You’ve got mail.’ 
But when I come out here to check,  
I don’t have any.”

Big Red, Qld

Send your gags to Funny Shit, c/- People, 
GPO Box 2860, Sydney, NSW 2001, or email 
it to people@bauer-media.com.au (include 
Funny Shit in the subject line).

MO MANDEL
“I’m now in
what’s known
as a long-
distance 
relationship,
which is very
tough. I live
in LA and 
she lives in
the future.”

ROHAN GANJU
“A good book
is like  
a good 
puppy: 
easy to
pick up
but hard to
put down.”

STEVE MARTIN
‘A DAY 

WITHOUT 
SUNSHINE  

IS LIKE,  
YOU KNOW, 

NIGHT’
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Moving statements
TED sipped his beer and asked the barman, 
“Why do married men hang strobe lights 
from their bedroom ceilings?”

“No idea,” replied the barman while 
cleaning a glass.

“To create the illusion their wives are 
moving during sex!”

The barman looked unimpressed.
“Nah, you’re right to be disgusted,  

mate,” said Ted. “I shouldn’t joke about  
my missus. Not when she’s attached to  
a machine that keeps her alive.”

The barman looked suddenly concerned 
and asked, “Is that right?” 

“Yeah,” smiled Ted, downing his glass, 
“the REFRIGERATOR.”

Colin, Qld

Finger tipped
A MAN working with a large electric saw 
accidentally cuts off all of his fingers.  
At the emergency room, the surgeon on  
duty says, “Give me the severed fingers 
and I’ll see what I can do.”

The injured man replies, “But I don’t  
have the fingers!”

“What? Why didn’t you bring them?”  
asks the doctor.

The injured man cries out in frustration, 
“Doc, I couldn’t pick them up!”

JP, SA

Drop singer
Q. WHY does singer Miley Cyrus 
wear panties? 
A. To keep her ankles warm.

Queen Bitch, Vic

He’s not lion
MAMA and Papa Lion lived on the African 
savannah with their cub. 

One time, they were accused by a lion 
court of being bad parents and the cub 
was put on the stand to testify.

He was asked by the judge, “Do you want 
to live with Papa Lion?”

“No,” sobbed the little cub, “he always  
beats me.”

“In that case, do you want to live with 
Mama Lion?”

“No,” sobbed the cub, “she beats me  
as well.”

The judge throws up his arms, “Well, who 
DO you want to live with?”

The cub thinks long and hard before 
replying, “I want to live with the Brisbane 
Lions. They don’t beat anybody!”

Justin, Qld

FOR MORE FUNNY PICS, GO TO 
FACEBOOK.COM/AUSSIEPEOPLE

The only time we want our soup  
to be served ice-cold!Years of practice, mate.

CAUGHT IN THE NET

That’s the last time this car owner will tell a gang of road workers to go fuck themselves.

Too many beans for dinner, obviously.



MAMMARY LANE
DYLAN WELLINGTON | NZ | THE CENTREFOLD, MAY 10, 2010

‘I LIKE
A GUY
WHO’LL
TAKE

CHARGE’

AS!
Flexible Dylan was a hit 

with the blokes!



THE cute Kiwi stripper
shared this wild
anecdote: “I walked
up to a guy at the
Normanby Hotel in
Brissie. He had a few
girls with him, but I
said, ‘I want to fuck
you, outside, in five
minutes.’ At first,
he simply laughed
and dismissed it…
He came outside 20
minutes later – alone
– and asked if I was
still interested. We
were soon fucking
in a garage nearby.”

FEMME FACTS



‘I CAN 
WRAP 

MY LEGS 
ROUND 

MY 
HEAD’





WIN STUFF!
IMPORTANT!

Send entries to: Win!, c/- People
magazine, GPO Box 2860, Sydney,

NSW 2001. Entries close 5pm, 
Friday, October 28.

By Lucy Desoto
Exisle Publishing,
out Oct. 1, RRP: $49.99
What’s the
guts? Oz has
a rich rock’n’roll
history – from
pioneering
rockers like
Johnny O’Keefe,
Easybeats and
The Masters
Apprentices
through to
more modern acts such as
Midnight Oil, INXS, Divinyls
and You Am I. This ace tome
covers the glorious period
from the 50s to the 90s.

Anything else? Heavily
illustrated and featuring
the thoughts and anecdotes

of many of
Aussie rock’s
greatest, the
book’s an
entertaining and
well-researched
history of the
music that
mattered for
generations

of fans. Desoto knows what
she’s talking about, too,
as she’s sung and played
keyboards with some of
our leading musos.
Final word: Rockin’ readin’!

WE’RE giving away THREE copies, thanks to our mates
at Exisle Publishing. To get yours, just tell us IN ONE
SENTENCE your all-time favourite Aussie rocker/band
and why. The three most fist-pumping answers will score 

a book. Mark your entries “Australia Rocks! comp”.

WE HAVE FIVE DVDs on offer, courtesy of the hard-hitting warriors at
Bounty Films. To be in the running, just tell us IN ONE SENTENCE
your fave female UFC fighter and why. The five toughest answers 
will win a DVD. Mark your entries “Fight Valley comp”.

Bounty Films, rated M, out now,
RRP: $15.95 (DVD)
What’s the guts? When MMA competitor
Tori Koro turns up dead, rumours fly she
was killed in an underground fight club.
With the police unable or unwilling to
solve the case, Tori’s sister Windsor (Susie
Celek) starts investigating on her own.
She soon realises that the only way to 

find Tori’s killer is to follow in her sis’s
footsteps and enter “Fight Valley”.
Anything else? UFC fans will lose their
shit when they see the cast of this bloody
revenge tale: Miesha Tate, Cris Cyborg
and Holly Holm! Don’t expect great acting
or a deep plot – just badass babes and
punches to the fucking face.
Final word: Hot chicks get their kicks!

Fight Valley Australia Rocks!

Universal Sony, rated M,
out Oct. 5, RRP: $27.24
(DVD)/$30.65 (Blu-ray)
What’s the guts?
One-time teenage wimp
Bob is now a CIA agent
who returns to his home
town for a high school
reunion. He ropes former
high school jock Calvin
– now an accountant –
to help him on a secret
mission. But is “good
guy” Bob really a deadly
double agent? If all of
the people trying to kill
Calvin and his missus
are any indication, then

we’d suggest the answer
might be YES!
Anything else? It’s like
a geek’s dream come
true: go from bullied
victim at high school
to looking like the
freaking Rock when
you grow up. Dwayne
Johnson is fantastic
as the mysterious Bob
in this action-comedy,
and he’s ably assisted
by hilarious co-star
Kevin Hart as Calvin.
Final word: The smart
thing to do would be
to watch this flick.

THE clever folk at Universal Sony have sent us FIVE DVDs for this
comp. To enter, just tell us IN ONE SENTENCE the smartest move
you’ve made since leaving school. The five brainiest answers will 
receive a DVD. Mark your entries “Central Intelligence comp”.

INTELLIGENCE

WIN!

WIN! WIN!

CENTRAL 



Where local girls do

their nude duty!

RAE | Elizabeth SHELLY | Myara 

ANAIS | Blacktown

MODEL
CITIZENS

SCARLETT | Adare

16 nude babes from your ’hood!

IVY ROSE | Sydney
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VICTORIA | 29
SWEDEN

How’s Aussie life treating you?
“Great. I live on the Gold Coast but I’m
planning a party holiday to Sydney.”
Can we come?
“I’ll just be hanging out with the girls
who are up for some wild nights.”
Bugger. Do you like a man who will
approach you if he’s keen?
“No. He needs to find me on Facebook, 
then contact me through there.”
Then what, Victoria?
“And find out where I work or live on
Facebook and send me a nice gift.”
OK! You’ve got some sexy lips there.
“Men think big lips mean a girl has
great cocksucking abilities. And I do.”

MODEL CITIZENS

POPPY | 22
Adelaide | SA

What’s a regular week like for Poppy?
“I’m a ‘hype girl’ on a party bus. It gets 
pretty wild!”
Are you usually hypo yourself?
“Yeah, I’m an all-over happy girl.”
How do you wind down after a big
night, buddy?
“I usually go out and meet friends at  
a club somewhere.”
Are you taken?
“I’ve been single for about a year
now, but still enjoy the occasional
one-night stand.”
What’s the absolute best thing about 
single life?
“Not having to meet the parents.”

‘GUYS NEED
TO CONTACT
ME THROUGH
FACEBOOK’
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ANGEL | 20
Vernor | QLD

Hi Angel! What do you do for work?
“I strip for the dollars, y’all!”
Cool. How long you been grooving to 
the Aussie buck?
“About a year now.”
Where was the naughtiest place you
ever sucked dick?
“On a slide in one of those McDonald’s
playgrounds. I sucked it halfway down!”
Where do you like a bloke to jiz?
“In my mouth. PLEASE cum in my
mouth.”
Do you remember the very first time
a dude did that?
“I sat with it in my mouth thinking,  
‘This tastes funny, but I like it.’”

‘I STRIP
FOR THE

DOLLARS,
Y’ALL!’
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SCARLETT | 25
Adare | QLD

You have lovely bosoms, mate.
“They’re 10E and they rock like mad 
when I’m having sex on top.”
Tell us more!
“They’re natural and fun to titty-fuck.”
Do you spit on the cock and all that
triffic stuff?
“I use lube between my boobs to keep
it all slippery, and love it when a guy 
cums on my tits.”
How’s work going, Scarlett?
“I’m doing four shifts a week at The
Vault in Toowoomba.I couldn’t enjoy it 
any more if I tried.”
What do you do on days off?
“I take road trips to the Goldie.”
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MODEL CITIZENS

HARLEY | 25
Glenvale | QLD

Hey, Harley. Do you like the occasional
no-strings-attached shag?
“Yes – and the best one I can remember 
happened in Surfers Paradise.”
Please elaborate, mate.
“I was sober that night and met a really 
cute guy on holiday from Perth.”
What happened next?
“I drove him back to my place…and also
back to where he was staying the next
day.”
You’re too sweet! Do you find chicks as
attractive as we do?
“Women are BEAUTIFUL. I loooove the  
female form and enjoy a perv.”
Your mates would be pretty hot.
“Yeah, I’m shallow so all my friends  
are attractive.”

‘I LOVE THE
FEMALE FORM

AND ENJOY
A PERV’
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CLASS!
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LISA | 31
Mascot | NSW

What’s your favourite mobile app
right now?
“Uber. It’s great when you need a ride.”
Do you text and drive?
“I used to. It’s dangerous, I know…
which is why I no longer do it.”
Has a bloke ever bought you lingerie?
“Yes – and BOTH were extremely sexy.”
What’s your favourite thing to do
in the summertime?
“Swim in the ocean and hang out
at the beach.”
Are you looking forward to the silly
season at the end of this year?
“Absolutely – there are SO many  
silly things to do!”

IVY ROSE | 24
Sydney | NSW

Do you have a favourite Aussie city?
“Melbourne. I love the amazing
restaurants, bars and clubs there.”
What about international cities?
“New York’s amazing – especially
Williamsburg in Brooklyn.”
And your hometown Sydney?
“It has great weather and top beaches.”
Are you big on sport?
“I like to watch surfing but don’t
exactly follow it.”
Which celebrities have good fashion 
sense, Ivy?
“Both Dita Von Teese and Kim
Kardashian dress well. Very elegant  
and fashion forward.”

‘I LOVE
MELBOURNE’S

BARS AND
CLUBS’
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MODEL CITIZENS

SHELLY | 22
Myara | WA

What’s to know about you, Shelly? 
“I’m a real country girl at heart  
and love nothing more than being 
on the farm.”
Does that make for long days then? 
“Hell, yeah – I’m up at 5am and 
sometimes I don’t get in until 9pm. 
It can be pretty tiring.”
And you need to make time for  
a fella as well! 
“Yeah, well, there’s a guy I’ve  
got my eye on and I’d like to think 
he knows I’m into him.”
Reckon he reads People? 
“Fuck, he might – that’d be funny!”
Tell us what qualities you look for 
in a bloke.
“My man needs to be down-to-earth, 
fun and love the great outdoors.”

FIT AS!

‘I’M A REAL 
COUNTRY GIRL 

AT HEART’
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Are you a choozzies or bum
chick, Anais?
“I’ve always liked boobs but
recently find myself perving
on a lot of butts.”
Must be all that twerking!
“Agreed, I’ve got a soft spot
for bums!”
What do you find sexy in
a bloke?
“Eyes, voice, hair and arms.  
In that order.”
Do have any vices?
“Getting nude and having sex
in public places.”
What was the lamest job
you ever had?
“I was a shopping centre car
park attendant back in the 
day.”

‘I’VE GOT
A SOFT

SPOT FOR
BUMS’

ANAIS | 31
Blacktown | NSW



MODEL CITIZENS RETRO
CITS!

RACH has something in
common with us – she
likes WOMEN, too: “I had
a 69 with a girl during
my first experience and
I LOVED it.” We would’ve
LOVED to have seen it.

RACH, 18
Adelaide, SA

October 25, 2010

IT’S all about the
BREASTS where Mae’s
concerned: “I love my
boobs. They’re big,
soft and perfect.”
She’s also a fan of
Greek fun: “I love it.
I’ll be doing it often!”

MAE, 19
Perth, WA

October 25, 2010

THIS top chick from the
Top End digs music during
sex: “Music can work well.
I’d go for some Goth rock
like Marilyn Manson if I was 
putting the tunes on.”
What? No Barry White?

CRISTIE, 34 
Darwin, NT

October 25, 2010

60



ALYSSA’S a chick who’s
up for living dangerously:
“I’m a fan of rooting in
unusual places. Doing it
outside means there’s a risk
of being caught.” WE wanna 
get caught with Alyssa!

ALYSSA, 26
Gold Coast, QLD

November 2, 2009

THIS Newie nymph is
always looking for new
adventures. “I’m keen
to try a threesome,” she
told us. “I haven’t done
that yet and I enjoy
being dominated.” 

NIKEA, 19
Newcastle, NSW

November 2, 2009

WE BELIEVE in showing
off your BEST assets.
And so does Destiny!
“Other girls are jealous
’cos some have to pay
for boobs that look as
good as mine.” They
ARE pretty spectacular!

DESTINY, 19
Adelaide, SA

March 8, 2010
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MODEL CITIZENS

‘I GREW UP IN
A FAMILY

OF CAR
LOVERS’

RAE | 26
Elizabeth | SA

We dig girls who dig cars, Rae!
“I grew up in a family of car lovers,
so it’s only natural I have a burning 
passion for them.”
Hence the career?
“Most people are shocked when
I tell them I’m an apprentice
mechanic and NOT a stripper.”
Why not do both?
“Fuck that! After a long day under
the bonnet of a car all I want to do
is drink beer and have sex.”
You’re in touch with your sensual
side, then?
“So much so, I made a video on
my phone touching myself and
forwarded it on to a guy I was
seeing. He was VERY turned on.”
What XXX revs your engine?
“I get more worked up watching
two chicks go at it than a regular 
porno, to be totally honest.”
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OFFICIAL MODEL CITIZENS 
ENTRY COUPON
SEND this coupon to: Model Citizens, c/-
People, GPO Box 2860, Sydney, NSW 2001.
Once we receive it, we’ll put you in touch with
one of our ace photographers, who’ll take 
lovely pics for use in our mag!

■ Yes, I want to be a Model Citizen (please
tick). I hereby give People the right to use
my photos on the internet, and on MMS, 
SMS or DVD.

■ I am over 18 years of age and attach a
photocopy of photo ID (eg. driver’s licence).

NAME:

ADDRESS:

PHONE (Home):

PHONE (Work):

SIGNATURE:

By signing this agreement, I signify I have
read, understand and agree to be bound by
the important terms and conditions below.
Important terms and conditions:
1. I acknowledge and agree that the publisher of People magazine, Bauer Media
(Bauer), its licensees or assigns may publish or authorise the publication of the
pictures of me in any layout or format, in whole or in part, without restriction as to
changes or alterations made from time to time and accompanied by any text and/
or graphics it chooses without further reference to me.
2. I hereby assign to Bauer Media the worldwide copyright to the photographs and
acknowledge that Bauer Media may exercise all of the rights of the copyright owner in
respect of the photographs, including using or licensing the publication of the photos in
other publications and using or licensing the publication of the photographs in any
format including (but not limited to) DVD, MMS, CD-ROM or the internet.
3. I release Bauer Media, its employees, agents, related companies and assigns from
all actions, suits, causes of actions, claims and demands whatsoever which I may
have at any time in connection with the photographs or arising from or relating to
their publication in print or electronic media, including and liability by virtue of any
blurring, distortion, alteration, context or otherwise, including (but not limited to) any
action for defamation.
4. I acknowledge that persons sending Model Citizens photos without the written 
permission of the subject will be liable to criminal prosecution.

✂

�Hey, ladies! Pose topless and you’ll score
a cool $100. Get completely starkers
and receive $150! Citizen Of The Week
receives $400!

�Our favourite Model Citizens have the
chance to pose again as a Harem or
Centrefold model and score up to $1000!

CITIZEN
OF THE
WEEK

BECOME A
MODEL CITIZEN
JUST LIKE RAE



SINCE the interview was
centred on drunken antics,
we asked Estelle for her
hangover cure: “A cold
shower, a greasy breakfast
fry-up, followed by a
long walk (take a bottle
of water), then afternoon
sex and a nap. The only
danger is it works so well,
you’ll want to go out again
the next night!”

FEMME FACTS

THE HAREM
ESTELLE | 24 | BRISBANE, QLD

C
A&

Estelle opens 

up about  

a yummy 

encounter

I F YOU have the personal drive
to backpack around the world
and to pose for NUDIE SNAPS
along the way, chances are you

won’t mind sharing a raunchy tale
or two. Such was the case with
Euro-redhead Estelle, who ’fessed up
to us about a recent one-night stand
involving a fruity booty.

HOW are you enjoying your time
in Brissie, mate?
“I’m loving it. I’ve only been here a
month and there have already been
a few firsts.”

P H O T O S  B Y  M E T - A R T
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‘WE MADE
LOVE

ON THE
KITCHEN
FLOOR’

THE HAREM
ESTELLE | 24 | BRISBANE, QLD P

&



Do tell, Estelle.
“Would you rather hear about the time 
I held a cuddly koala in a petting zoo 
...or when I let a guy eat peaches off  
my naked body?”
That’s a hard…duh! THE PEACHES! 
Definitely the peaches!
“OK, well, I met this cute fella in a 
backpacker bar. Total cliché, I know. 
We ended up drinking and kicking on 
for the rest of the evening, then going 
back to his house.”
So he wasn’t a backpacker?
“No, he was just there to meet chicks 
like me! He was a local who worked 
as a trainee chef or something.  
I’m not exactly sure.”
That explains the peaches on the 
naked body.
“Right. He was making us some 
peachy dessert, showing off his  
skills, but it turned kinky pretty quick. 
He put whipped cream and peach 
slices on my nipples – and ate it  
all off. It felt weird – I’m quite ticklish 
– but it felt nice, too.”
What happened after that?
“We made love on the kitchen floor, 
then we ate the rest of the dessert.  
It was delicious.”
MasterChef Australia, eat your 
heart out!
“I’ve never had a guy so talented  
– in the kitchen and in the sexual 
department – he made me reach 
orgasmic bliss SIX times!”
You didn’t mind the mess?
“Not when we were at his place! 
Anyway, we showered together 
afterwards, then bonked in his 
bedroom. The next morning, he  
cooked up a fancy salmon’n’egg 
breakfast for me.”
Bonus.

S
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‘SHE SLID HER 
EAGER HAND 
UP MY LEG’

Which is how we came to  
be fucking on a secluded 
section of the obstacle  
course after the event.

I’d never been with a chick 
whose body was so toned  
and it was TRULY amazing. 

Her boobs were small, but  
they were ridiculously perky.

Geez, the woman took some 
pleasing, though. By the time  
I staggered back to my flat,  
I was well and truly ruined.

The important thing, but, is 
I’ll do better next time. 

Hannah’s promised to help 
with my “training”.

Woz, SA

SOME mates rop
me into doing on
of those Tough
Mudder-style
events where
you climb over
walls, crawl
through the
mud and that
sorta thing.

Afterwards,
we were given
a free energy
drink. I was
sitting on 
a bench 
drinking mine
when a nice-
looking femal
competitor s
next to me.

“How’d you
go?” asked
Hannah.

“Pretty slo
I admitted. “
really train f

“You’ll do
next time,”
patting me

It was lik
teenager a
I immediat
in my shor
she couldn

“I see y
some ene
gasped w
TOOL stra
fabric of
wanna br
I’m not m
I really lu
DOWNS

Hannah was clearly 
impressed and slid her eager 
hand up my leg, then moved  
it slowly across until she  
was cupping my cock and  
hairy ballsack.

“We can work with this,”  
she said, giving me a sly grin 
and a wink.

FITTO BURST

 

 

didn’t
it.”

ette
e laughed,

n the leg.
I was a bloo
in because

y cracked a stif
– a stiffy that

’t fail to notice.
o ’ve still got

y left,” she
h n she saw
ning against the

shorts. I don’t
, but althou
scly or handsome,

ked out in the
DEPARTMENT.
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SEND IN A YARN AND

SCORE $50!
True Blue Confessions 

gazine, GPO Box 2860, 
ey, NSW 2001. 
l your filthy story to 
auer-media.com.au!

KITTEN
assie I wanted to  
of those cat chicks 
n Japanese cartoons, 
ears, tail and claws.
have been a saint in 

ous life, because 
aid she knew a few 
rs and could rustle up 
e. And what she 

ed was brilliant – and 
luded a skintight suit.

dn’t wait!
rtunately, when the big 
nt finally arrived, Cassie 
he felt silly.
oks great, but I want  
dinner and movie of my 
before wearing THIS.”

ld up my end of the 
in with a Thai feed and  
k flick at the cinema.

t to my flat half an hour 
and I was in heaven  
ls-deep in my gal through 
ll-placed hole in the front 

er outfit. Meanwhile, she 

ran her plastic claws up and 
down my back.

I was sitting on the edge of 
the bed and Cassie was 
straddling me, nibbling my ear 
as she rocked back and forth 
and PURRED, which was HOT!

She also licked my face  
with her rough tongue. I came 
so violently I thought my dick 
was gonna implode.

Cassie climbed off and 
licked me clean.

“Better than a saucer of 
milk,” she giggled.

DR, Qld

‘CASSIE RAN 
ER CLAWS UP  
AND DOWN  
MY BACK’
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I can make you cum in less than  
a minute. Would you like that?”

I looked around to make sure 
no-one knew what we were up to 
before replying, “Yeah, sure!”

I was stiff as a board now 
with Sally wanking me off slowly 
and steadily with her right hand, 
while nattering on about office 
stuff so no-one would get 
suspicious. I could feel my 
knees about to buckle as I 
neared the point of ejaculation, 

and worked overtime to impress 
me with her oral abilities.

Meanwhile, I lapped away till 
she climaxed – and I followed 
a minute later. 

We rested for a bit, then had 
sex, but it wasn’t that great ’cos 
we were both so pissed. We fell 
asleep immediately afterwards.

Things were a bit awkward 
when we woke up the next 
morning, but a leisurely root 
quickly changed all that.

This time we REALLY went for 
it and Lynn was EVEN DIRTIER 
with a hangover, riding me 

but with so many people 
around I had to keep my cool 
and look as though NOTHING 
suss was going on.

Suddenly, I came in Sally’s 
hand. The hardest part was 
keeping a straight race while 
having my orgasm.

She tucked my wilting dick 
back into my jocks, zipped 
me up and we hopped our 
way to second place.

Sally celebrated by giving 
me a peck on the lips, 
but her mischievous eyes 
suggested she wanted 
some more action.

So we took things back to 
her place and fucked all night 
like we’d won Olympic gold!

Mal, NSW

cowgirl, then falling forward 
and demanding, “DO ME! 
DO ME HARD!”

We bonked doggy style till 
we both blew for a third time 
in less than 12 hours. 

I had to admit that this root 
was heaps better than the 
one the previous night.

I’m not ready to start dating 
anyone else this soon, but 
I still took Lynn’s telephone 
number to be polite.

Will I call her up? Maybe, 
when I’m feeling toey again.

Ben, Qld

MY WORKPLACE is a bit weird. 
Once a month the boss 
organises naff team-building 
arvos. The last one was a 
back-to-school sports day 
event in a park near the office, 
where we did shit activities like 
potato sack racing.

I was paired up with Sally,  
a 50-year-old PA who’d always 
seemed straitlaced to me.

It was a few minutes before 
our race and we’d climbed into 
the sack together. We were 
practising our synchronised 
jumping when Sally reached 
down into my pants and began 
stroking my dick. 

“Maybe it’s the fact we’re 
cuddled up so close together,” 
she said slyly, “or maybe ’cos 
no-one can see what I’m doing 
inside this sack, but let’s have 
our own race, sweetie. I reckon 

I WAS in an intense six-week 
relationship with a chick 
before she buggered back 
home to Chile. 

Feeling pretty low, I went out 
that night with my mate Paul 
and I picked up a chick who 
was the TOTAL opposite of my 
ex. She was short, stocky and 
a bit rough, but we were both 
drunk and horny, so why the 
fuck not, eh?

I felt bad to have replaced 
my former girlfriend so quickly, 
but life goes on and in front of 
me was a great set of natural 
heavers just begging to be 
titty-fucked. 

But first I wanted to go down 
on my new friend. My ex hated 
receiving oral, but Lynn was 
keen for it.

I ate her out for ages, before 
she spun around, so she could 
suck me off as well. It was the 
first 69 I’d had in years. Lynn 
had an AMAZING gag reflex 

‘I COULD FEEL 
MY KNEES 
ABOUT TO 
BUCKLE’

‘SHE WAS THE 
COMPLETE 
OPPOSITE 
OF MY EX’

EMPTY MY SACK

LIFE GOES ON AND ON...



THE BACK DOOR
JENAVEVE JOLIE | 32 | THE HAREM, JULY 4

‘ENJOY ME
FOR AS LONG
AS YOU LIKE’

NEXT ISSUE ON SALE OCT. 10

IT MUST be hard focussing on one part of
Jenaveve when it’s all SO GOOD!
“There’s no rush. Take your time and enjoy me
for as long as you like!”
We’re in absolutely no hurry, mate. What are
you a fan of?
“I love a hot cock. I always have a great time
feeling a man inside me as I bounce up and
down on him.”
Where do you like a guy to make a deposit?
“Down my throat.”
As you wish, sweetheart!

FLOW
GO WITH THE 






